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We propose a model intended to qualitatively capture the electron-electron interaction physics
of two-dimensional electron gases formed near transition-metal oxide heterojunctions containing t2g
electrons with a density much smaller than one electron per metal atom. Two-dimensional electron
systems of this type can be described perturbatively using a GW approximation which predicts
that Coulomb interactions enhance quasiparticle effective masses more strongly than in simple two-
dimensional electron gases, and that they reshape the Fermi surface, reducing its anisotropy.
PACS numbers: 71.10.-w, 71.18.+y, 73.21.-b
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition-metal oxides in three dimensions display
an amazing variety of novel phenomena, from high-
temperature superconductivity and colossal magnetore-
sistance to orbital ordering and metal-insulator phase
transitions. Because the metal d-bands present near their
Fermi levels tend to be narrow and sensitive to oxygen
coordination, both electron-electron and electron-lattice
interactions are often strong. When the number of d-
electrons per transition metal site is close to an inte-
ger, the most important electron-electron interactions
occur on the atomic length scale and can be captured
by Hubbard-type model interactions1. In d-band sys-
tems it is also often important to distinguish the manner
in which d-orbitals form bonds with neighboring oxygen
ions2. These two features provide a framework for an-
alyzing many strongly interacting bulk transition-metal
oxide crystals.
It has recently3–7 become possible to realize two-
dimensional quantum wells based on heterojunctions be-
tween transition-metal oxides, and while the nature of d-
electron bonding remains important, Hubbard-like cor-
relations are often not. To date the most common
quantum well material is SrTiO3 and the number of d-
electrons per metal in the quantum wells is typically, al-
though not always8,9, much less than one. Oxide two-
dimensional electron systems have application potential
because, as in the case of covalent semiconductors, large
relative changes in the quantum well carrier density can
be achieved by electrical means. The conduction bands
of these systems are formed from t2g electrons that are
weakly pi-bonded to neighboring oxygens, and conse-
quently form rather narrow and anisotropic bands. When
the electron density per metal atom is much smaller than
one, the Fermi surface occupies a small fraction of the
Brillouin zone and the probability of two electrons si-
multaneously occupying the same transition-metal site is
small. In this limit, including only the Hubbard part of
the full electron-electron interaction misses the most im-
portant Coulomb interactions. Because of its long range
the typical Coulomb interaction energy of an individual
electron drops to zero only as two-dimensional density
n1/2, in contrast to the ∝ n behavior of the Hubbard
model. Indeed, the full long-range of the Coulomb poten-
tial must be recognized in any theory of electron-electron
interaction effects in semimetal or doped semiconductor
small-Fermi-surface systems. The long-range Coulomb
potential plays a critical role in the theory of plasmon
oscillations10–13, quasiparticle effective mass14–16, angle-
resolved photoemission spectra17,18, and many other ob-
servables19,20.
In this Article we introduce a generic model for
two-dimensional t2g electron gases which captures both
the anisotropic character of the d-orbitals forming the
low-energy conduction bands, and the importance of
long-range Coulomb interactions when the number of
conduction electrons per transition-metal site is much
less than one. The t2g two-dimensional electron gas
model we introduce is informed by recent self-consistent
Hartree/tight-binding21,22 and ab initio calculations23–25
for SrTiO3 quantum wells. As a first application of this
model, we calculate some observable quasiparticle prop-
erties of electrons in the anisotropic bands. Our Article
is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the t2g
two-dimensional electron gas model and discuss the lim-
its of its validity as a model of SrTiO3 quantum wells.
In Section III we describe the G0W approximation for
the quasiparticle self-energy and present explicit expres-
sions for its line-residue decomposition26. We use these
expressions to calculate the renormalized Fermi surface
shape in Section IV and the quasiparticle mass enhance-
ment in Section V. Finally, in Section VI we present our
conclusions.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) A schematic summary of the t2g
two-dimensional electron gas model. In a) the energy off-
set ∆ between the anisotropic xz and yz (red) band edge and
the isotropic xy (blue) band edge is emphasized. In b) the
anisotropy of the elliptical xz and yz Fermi surfaces (red) is
contrasted with the xy band’s circular Fermi surface (blue).
The lower panel highlights the difference in zˆ-direction con-
finement between the xz and yz bands and the xy band, which
can be crudely characterized by a separation distance d.
II. THE t2g TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON
GAS MODEL
The many-body effects of long-range Coulomb interac-
tions in covalent semiconductors are often studied using
continuum electron gas models19,20. In order to apply a
similar approach to the two-dimensional electron gas re-
siding at heterojunctions between SrTiO3 and a barrier
material, it is necessary to account for some key differ-
ences. These are captured by the t2g two-dimensional
electron gas (t2g 2DEG) model which we now detail. The
three distinct characteristics of t2g 2DEGs are band-mass
anisotropy, a energy offset between the band edges of
subbands with different masses along the confinement di-
rection, and a band-dependence in the distance between
two-dimensional subband density maxima and the het-
erojunction or surface. Figure 1 illustrates these three
features. The model parameters we choose for the illus-
trative calculations we describe later in this Article are
informed by recent tight-binding21,22 and ab initio cal-
culations23–25 for SrTiO3 2DEGs. The t2g 2DEG model
can be adapted to other materials by adjusting the model
parameter choices.
The anisotropic nearest-neighbor effective metal-to-
metal hopping amplitudes of t2g orbitals are ultimately
responsible for many of the distinct characteristics of
the t2g 2DEG. In three-dimensional SrTiO3, crystal-field
splitting breaks the 5-fold degeneracy amongst the Ti
d-orbitals. The xy, yz, and xz orbitals (i.e. the t2g
orbitals) are lower in energy because they bond less
strongly with neighboring oxygens and form the bulk con-
duction bands in n-type semiconducting SrTiO3. Elec-
tronic hopping between t2g d-orbitals on different Ti
sites proceeds in a two-step process via the octahe-
drally coordinated oxygen p-orbitals surrounding each
Ti atom2,21,23,27. Orbital symmetry dictates that each
t2g electron hops mainly between states with the same
orbital character, with a large hopping amplitude t in
two directions, and a smaller hopping amplitude t′ in
the third. This leads to separate t2g bands with xy, yz,
and xz d-orbital character that have a light mass mL in
two directions, and a heavy mass mH in the third di-
rection. The weak hopping directions for xy, xz, and
yz are zˆ, yˆ, and xˆ, respectively. The heavy masses are
therefore in perpendicular directions for the three orbital
characters. In the presence of a zˆ-direction confining
potential strong enough to produce an effectively two-
dimensional system, the xy band has two light masses
in-plane, while the xz and yz bands have one heavy and
one light mass in-plane (see Fig. 1). According to re-
cent tight-binding fits21 to Shubnikov-de Haas measure-
ments28 of bulk n-type SrTiO3, mH = ~
2/(2t′a2) and
mL = ~
2/(2ta2) where t = 236 meV, t′ = 35 meV, and
the lattice constant a = 3.9 A˚. This implies that
mH
m
=
Ry
t′
(aB
a
)2
∼ 7 (1)
and
mL
m
=
Ry
t
(aB
a
)2
∼ 1 , (2)
where m is the bare electron mass in vacuum, aB =
~
2/(me2) = 0.529 A˚ is the Bohr radius, and Ry =
~
2/(2ma2B) = 13.6 eV is the Rydberg energy. These
values for the heavy and light mass are in good agree-
ment with angle-resolve photoemission spectrum mea-
surements on bulk SrTiO3
29.
As a result of these relatively large effective band-mass
values and the non-linear and non-local dielectric screen-
ing properties of bulk SrTiO3, subband splitting is rela-
tively small and several subbands of xy, yz, and xz type
are expected to be occupied even at moderate electron
densities21,22,24. However, since even in this case & 75%
of the electron density is contained in the lowest xy, yz
and xz subband21, in the t2g 2DEG model we address
the case in which only one subband of each orbital type
is occupied. This model is sufficiently realistic to account
for the most interesting peculiarities of this type of 2DEG
and can be generalized if there is interest in describing the
properties of particular 2DEG systems which have more
occupied subbands. Figure 1 illustrates the anisotropy of
the xz and yz bands in the three-band t2g 2DEG model.
In addition to the band-mass anisotropy, two other im-
portant characteristics of the t2g electron gas model fol-
low from the anisotropic hopping amplitudes of the t2g
d-orbitals. First, because xz and yz electrons have a
much larger hopping amplitude in the zˆ-direction (which
we take to be the confinement direction) than the xy elec-
trons whose heavy mass is in the zˆ-direction, the former
3are less easily confined to the same surface or to an in-
terface of a heterojunction system21,25. This separation
introduces an orbital dependence to the electron-electron
interactions which we capture by introducing an effective
distance d between the xy and the xz and yz bands. Re-
alistic values of d in SrTiO3 can be estimated from pre-
viously published studies of the layer dependent t2g den-
sity distribution as a function of confinement field21,22.
The effective separation decreases for increasing interfa-
cial confinement field and total t2g density and lies in
the range d = 2a - 10a for t2g electron densities between
2× 1013 cm−2 - 3× 1014 cm−2. Second, mass differences
in the confinement direction leads to a finite energy offset
∆ between the conduction band edges of the xy and the
xz-yz bands, see Fig. 1a). The band offset increases for
larger confinement field (total t2g density) and in SrTiO3
theory has proposed that ∆ = 10 - 200 meV21, in reason-
able agreement with the range of values found in recent
experiments30–32.
Motivated by these three distinct characteristics of t2g
2DEGs and recognizing that it is necessary to account
for the long-range Coulomb interaction, we propose the
following Hamiltonian for the t2g 2DEG:
Ht2g =
∑
kα
εα(k) cˆ
†
kαcˆkα
+
1
2A
∑
q 6=0
∑
kk′
αα′
Vαα′ (q) c
†
k+qαc
†
k′−qα′ck′α′ckα ,
(3)
where α represents both spin and band-orbital quantum
numbers, A is the 2D sample area, and the Fourier trans-
form of the 2D Coulomb interaction is
Vαα′ (q) =
2pie2
κq
e−qdαα′ ≡ vqe−qdαα′ , (4)
with q = |q|. Here, κ is an effective dielectric constant
and dαα′ gives the effective confinement-direction sep-
aration distance between an electron with band index
α and an electron with band index α′. For the typi-
cal electron-electron interaction transition energies in t2g
electron gases the relevant dielectric constant does not
include soft-phonon contributions33, but depends on the
dielectric environment on both sides of the relevant het-
erojunction or surface. The t2g band energies near the
band minimum are
εα(k) =


~
2k2
2mL
for α = xy, σ
~
2k2x
2mL
+
~
2k2y
2mH
+∆ for α = xz, σ
~
2k2x
2mH
+
~
2k2y
2mL
+∆ for α = yz, σ
,
(5)
where mH and mL have been introduced earlier in
Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.
The applicability of the proposed t2g 2DEG model (3)
to describe SrTiO3-based 2DEGs depends on the total
electron density. The continuum model for the band
structure is valid only if the number of conduction band
electrons per Ti site is much smaller than one. Its appli-
cability therefore depends not-only on the carrier density
per cross-sectional area, but also on quantum well thick-
ness. On the other hand, we have neglected spin-orbit
coupling terms in the band Hamiltonian, which play an
essential role at small carrier densities. The t2g 2DEG
model is applicable when the density is large enough that
spin-orbit coupling, which acts to mix the orbital char-
acter of the conduction bands21, can be neglected, i.e.
when the strength of spin-orbit coupling (e.g. ∼ 17 meV
in Ref. 28) is small compared to the Fermi energy.
III. THE QUASIPARTICLE SELF-ENERGY IN
G0W -RPA
Coulomb interactions in Fermi liquids, whether doped
semiconductors or weakly correlated metals, give rise to
two types of elementary excitations19,20: neutral collec-
tive excitations and charged quasiparticles. The latter,
with which we are concerned in this Article, are excita-
tions with the same quantum numbers as non-interacting
independent-particle electronic states. Their energies are
shifted from the non-interacting values and their lifetimes
are finite, in both cases because of electron-electron in-
teractions.
A self-consistent equation for the quasiparticle excita-
tion energy, i.e. the quasiparticle energy measured from
the chemical potential, is obtained from the Dyson equa-
tion by locating the energies at which the spectral weight
of the one-particle retarded Green’s function20 is peaked:
Eα(k) = ξα(k) + ReΣ¯α(k, ω)|ω=Eα(k)/~ , (6)
where ξα (k) = εα(k)− εα(kFα) is the band energy mea-
sured relative to the Fermi energy, and in the self-energy
Σ¯α (k, ω) = Σα (k, ω)−Σα (kFα, 0) we subtract the term
Σα (kFα, 0) to account for the interaction correction to
the chemical potential µ given by
µ = εα(kFα) + Σα (kFα, 0) . (7)
The real part of the self-energy in Eq. (6) yields the
many-body contribution to the energy of the quasipar-
ticle state. The quasiparticle energy can be measured
by taking angle-resolved photoemission spectra17,18, and
more indirectly by performing magneto-transport mea-
surements34–36.
The G0W approach, which we apply below, provides a
successful15,17,26,37–39 approximation for the quasiparti-
cle self-energy in electronic systems in which long-range
Coulomb interactions play an essential role. In the G0W
approximation, we employ the random-phase approxima-
tion (RPA) for the screened electron-electron interaction.
The screened interactionW (which is a 3×3 matrix in the
band indices α, α′) is most simply derived by the follow-
ing algebraic approach20. A generalized Dyson equation
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams representing the G0W -RPA ap-
proximation for the self-energy of a quasiparticle in one of
the elliptical bands of the t2g 2DEG. In RPA the bare (i.e.
unscreened) Coulomb interaction is dressed (i.e. screened)
by a infinite series of bubble diagrams representing the den-
sity fluctuations of each component (e.g. each band) of the
system. When applied to the three-band t2g 2DEG, each
bubble represents a density fluctuation in either the circu-
lar xy band, χC ≡ χ
(0)
xy , or the elliptical yz and xz bands,
χE ≡ χ
(0)
yz + χ
(0)
xz . The circular xy band and the elliptical xz
and yz bands have different zˆ-direction confinement, which we
have crudely accounted for with the separation distance d. As
a result, thin wavy lines representing the bare Coulomb inter-
action are equal to either vq or vqe
−qd depending on whether
the density fluctuations attached to each thin wavy line’s end-
points are in the same layer or different layers, respectively.
Directed lines represent the non-interaction Green’s function
of the elliptical-band quasiparticle in question, as in Eq. (16)
with α = yz or xz. The thick wavy line represents the fully
screened RPA interaction given by Eq. (13).
relates W to the density-response matrix χ,
W = V + V · χ · V , (8)
where the matrix of unscreened Coulomb interactions is
given by
V (q) ≡

 vq vqe−qd vqe−qdvqe−qd vq vq
vqe
−qd vq vq

 . (9)
The first, second, and third rows (columns) of each
matrix in Eq. (8) correspond to the xy, yz, and
xz bands, respectively. In RPA the density-response
matrix is related to the diagonal matrix of non-
interacting density-response functions χ(0)(q, ω) ≡
diag(χ
(0)
xy (q, ω), χ
(0)
yz (q, ω), χ
(0)
xz (q, ω)) via
[
χ(q, ω)
]−1
=
[
χ(0)(q, ω)
]−1 − V (q) . (10)
Analytic expressions for Reχ
(0)
xy (q, ω) and Imχ
(0)
xy (q, ω)
can be found, for example, in Ref. 20. Expressions
for the elliptical-band functions χ
(0)
xz (q, ω) [χ
(0)
yz (q, ω)]
can be easily found by applying the rescaling kx →
kx
√
mL/mDOS and ky → ky
√
mH/mDOS [kx →
kx
√
mH/mDOS and ky → ky
√
mL/mDOS] in Eq. (5),
where mDOS =
√
mLmH is the density-of-states mass.
Since this rescaling maps the elliptical band onto a cir-
cular band, the elliptical band density-response func-
tions χ
(0)
xz (q, ω) and χ
(0)
yz (q, ω) can be written in terms
of χ
(0)
xy (q, ω):
χ(0)xz (q, ω) = χ
(0)
xy (q
′, ω;mDOS)
∣∣∣
q′→
√
q2xζ
1/2+q2yζ
−1/2
(11)
and
χ(0)yz (q, ω) = χ
(0)
xy (q
′, ω;mDOS)
∣∣∣
q′→
√
q2xζ
−1/2+q2yζ
1/2
(12)
where we have defined ζ = mH/mL. Eqs. (8)-(12) can be
combined to yield analytic expressions for each element
of W .
Later we will specifically be interested in the screened
interaction between two electrons in the anisotropic xz
or yz bands while in the presence of a circular xy-band
Fermi sea. This particular interaction corresponds to
the matrix element Wxz,xz (or equally Wyz,yz) which
we write as
Wxz(q, ω) ≡Wxz,xz =
vq + (e
−2qd − 1)v2q χ(0)xy (q, ω)
ε(q, ω)
,
(13)
where the RPA dielectric function is given by
ε(q, ω) = [1− vqχ(0)xy ][1− vq(χ(0)xz + χ(0)yz )]
− v2qe−2qdχ(0)xy (χ(0)xz + χ(0)yz ) , (14)
and for brevity we have suppressed the (q, ω) dependence
of the three non-interacting density-response functions
appearing in Eq. (14).
In Figure 2 we present the Feynman diagrams which
contribute to the G0W -RPA self-energy of a quasipar-
ticle in one of the elliptical bands of the t2g 2DEG.
Summing this infinite series of bubble diagrams (with
all of the directed lines representing the non-interacting
Green’s functions omitted) offers a second route to de-
riving the RPA interaction Wxz(q, ω). From Figure 2 we
see that density fluctuations in both the circular xy band
and the elliptical yz and xz bands contribute to screen-
ing, and that density fluctuations in bands with different
(the same) zˆ-direction confinement, interact with each
other via vqe
−qd (vq). When the Green’s functions are
included in Figure 2, the series sums to the full G0W -
RPA self-energy. The diagrammatic representation em-
phasizes that G0W can be viewed
40 as an expansion of
the self-energy to lowest order in the screened electron-
electron interaction Wxz(q, ω).
The finite-temperature41 G0W -RPA self-energy of a
quasiparticle in band α is given by
Σα(k, iωn) = − 1
β~A
∑
q,iΩm
Wα(q, iΩm)
× G(0)α (k − q, iωn − iΩm) , (15)
5where β = (kBT )
−1 and the fermionic ωn and bosonic Ωm
Matsubara frequencies are given by ωn = (2n + 1)pi/~β
and Ωm = 2mpi/~β, respectively. The non-interacting
Green’s function is given by
G(0)α (k, iωn) =
1
iωn − ξα(k)/~ . (16)
The physical properties of the interacting system de-
pend on the retarded self-energy, which can be obtained
from Eq. (15) via analytic continuation, iωn → ω + iη,
only after carrying out the Matsubara frequency summa-
tion over Ωm. The so-called line-residue decomposition
26
proceeds in the reverse order. By carrying out the ana-
lytic continuation of Eq. (15) before the frequency sum-
mation we obtain the (purely real) line contribution to
the retarded self-energy
Σlineα (k, ω) = −
1
(2pi)3
∫ ∞
−∞
dΩ
∫
d2q Wα(q, iΩ)
× G(0)α (k − q, ω − iΩ) . (17)
The residue contribution corrects for performing the an-
alytic continuation before evaluating the frequency sum,
and is given by
Σresα (k, ω) = −
1
(2pi)2
∫
d2q Wα(q, ω − ξα(k − q)/~)
× [Θ {−ξα(k − q)} −Θ {~ω − ξα(k − q)}] ,
(18)
where Θ {x} is the Heaviside step function. In the next
two sections we calculate two important properties of
t2g 2DEG quasiparticles based on this formulation of the
G0W -RPA retarded self-energy.
IV. FERMI SURFACE SHAPE MODIFICATION
(FSSM)
Consider an ordinary single-band isotropic 2DEG20.
When interactions are adiabatically turned on, all quasi-
particles on the non-interacting Fermi surface have infi-
nite lifetime and experience identical energy shifts given
by Eq. (6) and equal to the interaction contribution to the
chemical potential. Because of rotational invariance, the
self-energy contribution is a function of the magnitude
of k only. All isoenergy surfaces, including the Fermi
surface, continue to be circular in the interacting system.
Furthermore, Luttinger’s theorem42 constrains the Fermi
surface area of interacting quasiparticles to equal the
Fermi surface area of non-interacting electrons, leading
to the conclusion that interactions do not yield a Fermi
surface shape modification (FSSM). This simplification
is artificial however, since interacting electron systems in
solids are never perfectly isotropic. In the presence of
anisotropy, the self-energy contribution to the quasipar-
ticle energy spectrum is dependent on the orientation of
k, and the Fermi surface shape can therefore be renor-
malized by interactions.
We expect this phenomena to be relevant for the
anisotropic xz and yz bands of the t2g electron gas. Each
band has an elliptical non-interacting Fermi surface. In
the following calculations we assume that the renormal-
ized Fermi surface is sufficiently close in shape to an el-
lipse, that it can still be characterized by two wavevec-
tors, k∗Fx and k
∗
Fy, whose values are renormalized by in-
teractions from their non-interacting values kFx and kFy.
Below we explicitly discuss FSSM for the xz band, which
has its semimajor axis in the yˆ-direction and semiminor
axis in the xˆ-direction. Results for the yz band can be
found by interchanging k∗Fx and k
∗
Fy.
Our main finding is that Fermi surface anisotropy is
reduced by interactions (see Figs. 3 and 4). This re-
sult can be understood qualitatively at the Hartree-Fock
level. The exchange (X) self-energy of the xz-band is
given by
ΣXxz(k) = −
1
(2pi)2
∫
d2q
2pie2
κ|k − q|Θ {εFxz − εxz(q)} ,
(19)
where εFxz is the Fermi energy. Eq. (19) can be eas-
ily obtained from Eq. (15) by replacing the dynamically-
screened interactionWxz(q, iΩm) with the bare Coulomb
interaction vq. From Eq. (19) we see that a quasiparticle
with quantum number k will have a self-energy correc-
tion that is larger in magnitude when there are more
occupied states nearby in momentum space; because of
the Coulomb interaction factor, the integrand is large for
q near k, but only if the state q is occupied. Since the xz
band’s non-interacting Fermi surface is elliptical, with its
semimajor axis parallel to the yˆ-axis, an electron at the
Fermi surface in the yˆ-direction will have fewer occupied
states in its neighborhood than an electron at the Fermi
surface in the xˆ-direction. It follows that
ΣXxz(kFx) < Σ
X
xz(kFy) , (20)
where we note that the exchange self-energy is always
negative. Since all states k sitting on the Fermi surface
must, by definition, have the same quasiparticle energy,
the Fermi surface will change shape when interactions
are taken into account and the degree of Fermi surface
anisotropy will be reduced. Below we report numerical
calculations which include beyond Hartree-Fock contri-
butions to the quasiparticle self-energy that confirm this
expectation.
A. Linearized self-energy estimate of FSSM
We begin with a numerical approach valid for weak
interactions that is rather simple to implement. In Sec-
tion IVC we solve the problem self-consistently. We will
find the two methods give nearly identical results.
When the change in Fermi surface is small relative to
its original dimensions, we are well justified in expanding
6Eq. (7) to linear-order in δkF ≡ k∗F − kF. In the limit
δkFx/kFx ≪ 1 we have
µ = εxz(kFx) + Σxz(kFx, 0)
+ δkFx∂kx [εxz(k) + Σxz(k, 0)]k=kFx .
(21)
Similarly for δkFy/kFy ≪ 1 we have
µ = εxz(kFy) + Σxz(kFy, 0)
+ δkFy ∂ky [εxz(k) + Σxz(k, 0)]k=kFy .
(22)
For fixed total elliptical band density
kFyδkFx + kFxδkFy = 0 . (23)
The three previous equations can be solved for µ, δkFx,
and δkFy given self-energy values and wavevector deriva-
tives on the non-interacting Fermi surface. In the top and
bottom panel of Fig. 3 we plot k∗Fx/kFx and k
∗
Fy/kFy ver-
sus an effective interaction strength parameter rs defined
following the convention commonly used in the single-
band 2DEG literature20:
nxz =
1
pi(a∗Brs)2
(24)
where a∗B = κ aB/mDOS defines the effective (i.e. ma-
terial) Bohr radius, aB is the atomic Bohr radius, and
mDOS =
√
mHmL has been introduced earlier. As ex-
pected, we find that interactions tend to reduce the
anisotropy of the elliptical bands in the t2g 2DEG. For
comparison, we also plot in Fig. 3 renormalized Fermi
wavevectors calculated for a single-band anisotropic
2DEG with energy dispersion given by
ε(k) =
~
2k2x
2mL
+
~
2k2y
2mH
(25)
and density n = nxz.
When rs is small, the amount of FSSM is similar in
both the xz band of the t2g 2DEG and in the single-
band anisotropic 2DEG. This occurs for two reasons.
First, ∂kx εxz(k)|k=kFx and ∂ky εxz(k)|k=kFy are dom-
inant over ∂kx Σxz(k, 0)|k=kFx and ∂ky Σxz(k, 0)|k=kFy ,
respectively, in Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) when rs ≪ 1.
And second, because the leading-order contribution to
the self-energy when rs ≪ 1 is the exchange self-energy
of Eq. (19), which is equal for both the xz band of the t2g
2DEG and the single-band anisotropic 2DEG. The small
rs limit allows for simple explanation because both sys-
tems are weakly interacting and well described at leading-
order by Hartree-Fock.
The situation is more interesting at large values of rs
where correlation effects are important. Specifically, Fig-
ure 3 suggests that while FSSM in the single-band 2DEG
saturates at large rs, FSSM in the anisotropic bands of
the t2g 2DEG increases with increasing rs. As we discuss
in detail in the next section, the difference in FSSM oc-
curing in t2g system and in the ordinary 2DEG depends
sensitively on the influence of the additional screening
due to the presence of several occupied bands.
FIG. 3: (Color online) Fractional change in the xz band’s
Fermi wavevectors, k∗Fx/kFx (top) and k
∗
Fy/kFy (bottom) as a
function of interaction strength parameter rs. The red curve
is for band offset ∆ = 35 meV and layer separation d = 10a
where a = 3.9 A˚is the SrTiO3 lattice constant. The blue curve
is for band offset ∆ = 200 meV and layer separation d = 2a.
The dashed green curve is for a single-band anisotropic 2DEG
whose xˆ-direction and yˆ-direction non-interacting masses are
the same as those of the xz band in the t2g 2DEG model. For
this curve rs is defined from the total density in the single
anisotropic band.
B. FSSM at low electron density
Given the G0W -RPA description of quasiparticles, the
principle difference between the anisotropic 2DEG and
the xz band of the t2g 2DEG, is that the latter also has
electrons occupying the yz and xy bands. To understand
how these other occupied conduction bands produce ad-
ditional screening, and how this screening then qualita-
tively changes FSSM when density is low, in this section
we derive analytic expressions for the self-energy and the
wavevector derivative of the self-energy evaluated on the
Fermi surface, to leading-order in the small-parameter
1/rs. These expressions reveal the basic physical mecha-
nisms which govern FSSM at large rs within G0W -RPA
theory.
Many of the formulas in this section are written out ex-
plicitly for the xz band of the t2g 2DEG, however, anal-
ogous expressions for the single-band anisotropic 2DEG
can be found by replacing the self-energy of the xz band
with the self-energy of the single-band 2DEG. In our nu-
merical calculations, this is carried out simply by setting
to zero the density in the xy and yz bands.
7We begin by approximating Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) as
δkFx
kFx
=
1
2
Σxz(kFy, 0)− Σxz(kFx, 0)
kF ∂kΣxz(k, 0)|k=kF
(26)
and
δkFy
kFy
=
1
2
Σxz(kFx, 0)− Σxz(kFy , 0)
kF ∂kΣxz(k, 0)|k=kF
. (27)
In obtaining Eq. (26) we made the approximations
µ− εxz(kFx)− Σxz(kFx, 0)→ Σxz(kFy , 0)− Σxz(kFx, 0)
2
(28)
and
∂kx [εxz(k) + Σxz(k, 0)]k=kFx → ∂kΣxz(k, 0)|k=kF (29)
where ∂kΣxz(k, 0) is calculated using an alternative ver-
sion of the t2g 2DEG model without anisotropy. Specif-
ically, for this particular quantity we use the isotropic
version of Eq. (5):
εα(k) =


~
2k2
2mL
for α = xy, σ
~
2k2
2mDOS
+∆ for α = xz, σ
~
2k2
2mDOS
+∆ for α = yz, σ
(30)
The xz bands Fermi wavevector in this isotropic version is
kF ≡
√
kFxkFy. Analogous approximations were carried
out to obtain Eq. (27), and we have confirmed numeri-
cally that the large rs asympotic behavior appearing in
Figure 3 is qualitatively unaltered by these approxima-
tions.
In a moment we will explain the differences in FSSM
between the single-band anisotropic 2DEG and the xz
band of the t2g 2DEG by separately calculating the
numerator and denominator of Eqs. (26) and (27) to
leading-order in powers of 1/rs. First let us consider a
simple scaling argument which highlights the critical role
played by non-analyticity in the G0W -RPA self-energy of
the t2g 2DEG. Consider the following series representa-
tion for the self-energy at zero frequency:
Σxz(k, 0) =
f(k)
rαs
+
g(k)
rβs
+O
(
1
rγs
)
+ . . . (31)
where α < β < γ. We expect that the leading-order con-
tribution to the numerator of Eqs. (26) and (27) comes
from the leading-order term in Eq. (31) with a coeffi-
cient (e.g. f(k) or g(k)) that actually depends on k,
as opposed to being a constant. Our calculations reveal
that ∂kf(k) = 0 for both the xz band of the t2g 2DEG
and the single-band anisotropic 2DEG, and therefore the
leading-order contribution to the numerator of Eqs. (26)
and (27) comes from the sub-leading term in Eq. (31):
Σxz(kFy , 0)− Σxz(kFx, 0) ∼ g(kFy)− g(kFx)
rβs
. (32)
If the G0W -RPA self-energy (i.e. g(k)) is analytic for k
on the non-interacting Fermi surface, then we can ob-
tain the leading-order term in the 1/rs series expansion
for the denominators of Eqs. (26) and (27) directly from
Eq. (31). This gives
kF ∂kΣxz(k, 0)|k=kF ∼
g(kF)
rβs
, (33)
where we have approximated the wavevector derivative
of the self-energy by dividing through by the Fermi
wavevector kF. When Eqs. (32) and (33) are substituted
into Eqs. (26) and (27) we obtain a constant,
δkFx
kFx
= −δkFy
kFy
=
g(kFy)− g(kFx)
2g(kF)
, (34)
which while describing perfectly the saturation of FSSM
in the single-band anisotropic 2DEG at large rs, fails to
describe the t2g 2DEG. As we show explicitly below, the
leading-order contribution to the wavevector dependent
part of the G0W -RPA self-energy of the xz band of the
t2g 2DEG is not analytic at the Fermi surface, and there-
fore the simple arguments leading to Eq. (34) do not
apply in this case. The origin of this divergence is the
long-range of the Coulomb interaction, and is similar to
the divergence of the quasiparticle effective mass within
Hartree-Fock theory20.
We begin by calculating the denominator of Eqs. (26)
and (27) for the single-band 2DEG. Putting wavevectors
and frequencies in units of kF and ~ k
2
F/mDOS, respec-
tively, we obtain
∂kΣ(k, 0)|k=kF =
(
2aBRy
pi2κ
)∫ ∞
0
qdq
∫ pi
−pi
dθ
∫ ∞
0
dΩ
× 1/q
1 + 2
1/2rs
q χ
(0)(q, iΩ)
(
2q cos [θ]− 2
{q2 − 2q cos [θ] + 2iΩ}2
)
,(35)
where we have removed the xz subscript from the self-
energy to explicitly indicate we are here considering the
single-band 2DEG. The dimensionless Lindhard function
χ(0)(q, iΩ) is obtained from the dimensionful form20 by
dividing out the negative density-of-states. We must now
consider how to extract the leading-order in powers of
1/rs term in Eq. (35). Physically speaking, a quasi-
particle at momentum ~k and energy ~ω acquires its
self-energy by making virtual transitions to intermedi-
ate states of momentum ~k − ~q and energy ~ω − ~Ω,
and back. This picture is motivated by the Feynman dia-
gram for the G0W -RPA self-energy and its mathematical
representation, Eq. (15). The available phase-space for
virtual transitions in which the momentum and energy
transferred is on the order of the Fermi momentum and
Fermi energy, respectively, scales like k4F ∝ 1/r4s , and
vanishes swiftly in the limit of low density. Therefore
the leading-order in powers of 1/rs term from Eq. (35)
instead comes from |q| ≫ 1 and Ω ≫ 1. In this limit
the dimensionless Lindhard function has a particularly
8simple form20
χ(0)(q, iΩ)→ 2q
2
q4 + 4Ω2
. (36)
After expanding Eq. (35) to leading-order in the small
parameter cos (θ)/q we obtain an expression which can
be evaluated analytically. We then find
∂kΣ(k, 0)|k=kF =
(√
2
pi
Γ
[
1
3
]
Γ
[
7
6
]
aBRy
κ
)
1
r
1/3
s
(37)
where Γ [x] is the Euler gamma function. Next we eval-
uate the numerator of Eqs. (26) and (27) for the single-
band anisotropic 2DEG. Following similar steps, and ex-
panding the self-energy to leading-order in ζ ≡ mH/mL
about ζ = 1 we obtain
Σ(kFy, 0)− Σ(kFx, 0) = −
(
8 Γ
[
7
6
]
Γ
[− 83] m¯DOSRy
81
√
piκ2
)
× ζ − 1
r
4/3
s
, (38)
where m¯DOS = mDOS/m and m is the bare electron
mass in vacuum. We have successfully compared both
Eqs. (37) and (38) against the full G0W -RPA numerical
calculations, and when these expressions are substituted
into Eqs. (26) and (27) we confirm that FSSM in the
single-band anisotropic 2DEG saturates at large rs.
Let us now move on to considering the leading-order
in 1/rs expressions for the numerator and denominator
of Eqs. (26) and (27) for the xz band of the t2g 2DEG.
Once again, phase-space considerations for virtual tran-
sitions suggest that the most important ~q and ~Ω are
large on the scale of the xz band’s Fermi momentum
and Fermi energy, respectively. As a result, the RPA
screened Coulomb interaction is accurately approximated
by a simplified version of the dielectric function given in
Eq. (14) which neglects χ
(0)
xz (q, iΩ) and χ
(0)
yz (q, iΩ) com-
pared to χ
(0)
xy (q, iΩ). It is useful to define the dimen-
sionless interaction parameter Rs, which is analogous to
Eq. (24) but describes the density in the xy band
nxy =
1
pi(a∗BxyRs)2
. (39)
Here a∗Bxy = κ aB/mL defines the effective Bohr radius
appropriate for the xy band. In the limit of a large energy
offset, ∆, between the bottom of the xz and yz bands and
the bottom of the xy band (i.e. Rs ≪ 1), we are justified
in approximating χ
(0)
xy (q, iΩ) by its long wavelength limit.
As detailed in the Appendix, we then find
∂kΣxz(k, 0)|k=kF = −
(
aBmLRy
2pi κmDOS
)
× Rs
rs
ln
[
κ2
2m¯L
∆+
mDOS
mL
1
r2s
]
(40)
where ∆ is in units of Rydbergs and m¯L = mL/m. Sim-
ilar approximations allow us to evaluate the numerator
of Eqs. (26) and (27):
Σxz(kFy , 0)− Σxz(kFx, 0) =
(
23/2m¯DOSRy
pi2κ2
)
F(ζ)Rs
r2s
(41)
where the function F(ζ) can be written in terms of
complete elliptic integrals and is given explicitly in the
Appendix. After substituting Eqs. (40) and (41) into
Eqs. (26) and (27) we find that FSSM in the elliptical
bands of the t2g 2DEG grows (sublinearly) with increas-
ing rs until the density in these bands is so low that
mDOS/(mLr
2
s ) ≪ κ2∆/(2m¯L), at which point FSSM in
the elliptic bands of the t2g 2DEG also saturates. Nu-
merical calculations show that FSSM of the elliptic bands
does indeed saturate for values of rs much greater than
those shown in Figure 3. The presence of the logarithmic
factor in Eq. (40) is a signature of the non-analyticity
of the xz band’s G0W -RPA self-energy when Rs ≪ 1,
and gives a simple explanation for FSSM in the elliptical
bands of the t2g 2DEG when rs is large.
C. Self-consistent calculation of FSSM
Finally, to confirm the FSSM results in Section IVA,
and also to check the validity of assuming that FSSM
is small, we solve for the xz band’s renormalized Fermi
surface by self-consistently solving the two equations
µ = εxz(k
∗
Fx) + ReΣxz(k
∗
Fx, 0) (42)
and
µ = εxz(k
∗
Fy) + ReΣxz(k
∗
Fy, 0) . (43)
The numerical solution follows simply by iteratively solv-
ing the above two equations while forcing the k-space
area of the xz band to remain constant. In the top and
bottom panels of Fig. 4 we plot k∗Fx/kFx and k
∗
Fy/kFy
versus rs. Clearly the conclusions of Section IVA are
confirmed.
We now turn our attention to understanding how in-
teractions effect the quasiparticle effective mass.
V. QUASIPARTICLE EFFECTIVE MASS
Just as the free-space electron mass is renormalized by
the periodic crystal potential of a solid, it can further
be renormalized by the presence of electron-electron in-
teractions19,20. In both cases, the renormalized mass is
defined so that the single-particle excitation energies are
well approximated by the non-interacting kinetic energy
formula with the bare mass replaced by the renormalized
mass. In the t2g 2DEG, the effect of the crystal potential
is already captured by Eq. (5). To evaluate the effect of
9FIG. 4: (Color online) Same as Fig. 3, but calculated by
the self-consistent solution of Eqs. (42) and (43), rather than
using the linearized Eqs. (26)-(27).
electron-electron interactions on the t2g 2DEG quasipar-
ticle mass values, we expand the quasiparticle excitation
energy about the renormalized Fermi surface:
Eα(k) = (k − k∗Fα) · ∇kEα(k)|k=k∗Fα +O(δk2) . (44)
We focus on the quasiparticle mass of the xz band for
which the xˆ-direction bare mass is mL (including the ef-
fect of the periodic crystal potential but not yet including
electron-electron interactions) and the yˆ-direction bare
mass is mH.
The renormalized light and heavy masses can be cal-
culated using
m∗L =
~
2k∗Fx
[dExz(k)/dkx]k=k∗
Fx
(45)
and
m∗H =
~
2k∗Fy
[dExz(k)/dky]k=k∗
Fy
. (46)
Using Eq. (6) relating the quasiparticle energy to the self-
energy, we find the following relationship between the
self-energy and the quasiparticle masses,
m∗L
mL
=
1− ~−1∂ωReΣxz(k∗Fx, ω)|ω=0
1 + (mL/~2k∗Fx) ∂kxReΣxz(k, 0)|k=k∗Fx
(47)
and
m∗H
mH
=
1− ~−1∂ωReΣxz(k∗Fy, ω)|ω=0
1 +
(
mH/~2k∗Fy
)
∂kyReΣxz(k, 0)|k=k∗Fy
. (48)
The right-hand-sides of these equations can be evaluated
using the G0W -RPA approximation for the self-energy.
A. Quasiparticle effective mass at high densities
Before presenting our numerical results, we briefly con-
sider the high-density (small rs) limit where analytic re-
sults for the quasiparticle mass can be obtained. These
results will offer insight into the physical processes which
renormalize the electron mass.
We start by simplifying the t2g model slightly to make
the derivation tractable. We take the xz and yz bands to
be isotropic with mass mDOS =
√
mHmL as in Eq. (30).
The influence of anisotropy on the quasiparticle mass is
isolated and studied in Section VB, but we neglect it
here. In this section it is advantageous to work with
the zero-temperature formalism of many-body pertur-
bation theory41. In units of effective Rydbergs, Ry∗ =
(mDOS/κ
2)Ry, the G0W -RPA self-energy of the xz band
is
Σxz(k, ω) = −
√
2
pirs
∫
d2q
∫ ∞
−∞
dΩ
2pii
Wxz(q,Ω)
× G(0)xz (k + q, ω +Ω) , (49)
where we are now using dimensionless frequencies (ω,Ω)
and wavevectors (q,k) by expressing them in units of
2εFxz/~ and kFxz, respectively. We define rs here as in
Eq. (39). The dimensionless Green’s function is
G(0)xz (k + q, ω +Ω) =
1
ω +Ω−
(
|k+q|2
2 + ∆¯
)
+ iη
(50)
where the limit η → 0+ is implied for |k + q| > kFxz
and η → 0− for |k + q| < kFxz. Here ∆¯ is the band
offset between the xz and yz bands and the xy band
in units of 2εFxz. Recent tight-binding calculations
21 of
SrTiO3 heterostructures suggest that the spatial separa-
tion d becomes small at large electron densities. In the
limit kFxzd ≪ 1, the dimensionless RPA screened inter-
action of Eq. 13 reduces to
1
q +
√
2rs
[
ζ−1/2χ(0)xy (λq, λ2Ω) + χ
(0)
yz (q,Ω) + χ
(0)
xz (q,Ω)
]
(51)
where we have defined λ = kFxz/kFxy and ζ = mH/mL
has been introduced earlier. The density-response func-
tions, χ
(0)
α , are dimensionless here and are obtained from
the dimensionful functions20 by dividing by the negative
density-of-states of the α’th band.
Since the kinetic energy scales as 1/r2s and the
Coulomb interaction energy scales as 1/rs, electron gases
are weakly interacting in the high density (small rs) limit.
We are then justified in ignoring the self-consistent na-
ture of Eq. (6) for the quasiparticle excitation energy and
we can apply the “on-shell” approximation
Exz(k) ≃ εxz(k) + ReΣxz(k, εxz(k)/~)− µ . (52)
The inverse of the xz band’s quasiparticle mass enhance-
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ment factor is then given by
mxz
m∗xz
= 1 +
r2s
4
[
∂
∂k
ReΣxz(k, εxz(k))
]
k=1
. (53)
To evaluate the wavevector derivative of the self-energy
we need the derivative of the Green’s function. Evaluat-
ing this on the Fermi surface we find
∂
∂k
G(0)xz (k + q, ε(k) + Ω)
∣∣∣∣
k=1
= −2pii δ(1 − |kˆ + q|) δ(Ω)
[
(kˆ + q) · kˆ
]
+ (kˆ · q)
[
G(0)xz (kˆ + q, ε(1) + Ω)
]2
,
(54)
where kˆ = k/k is a unit vector. The first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (54) gives the leading order in rs
contribution to the quasiparticle mass. The remaining
integrations in Eq. (49) can be performed analytically.
After substituting the result into Eq. (53), we obtain the
inverse quasiparticle mass to O(rs):
mxz
m∗xz
= 1− rs
pi
√
2
ln
(
rsδ
2
√
2
)
−
√
2 rs
pi
(55)
where δ ≡ (ζ−1/2 + 2). The expression appropriate to a
single-band 2DEG is found by taking the limit δ → 1,
which we have confirmed by comparing with full G0W -
RPA numerical calculations. The effective mass enhance-
ment factor, which is given by the inverse of Eq. (55), is
shown in Fig. 5.
As the inset to Fig. 5 shows, the small rs expres-
sion (55) is only quantitatively useful for rs . 0.1. It
does, however, offer useful qualitative insight into the
role of screening on the quasiparticle mass. Physically,
the renormalization of the electron mass derives from
screened exchange scattering processes (see Fig. 2) be-
tween the quasiparticle whose mass is under investiga-
tion, and other quasiparticles in the Fermi sea. Because
of the Dirac delta functions in Eq. (54), the leading order
contribution comes from scattering amongst quasiparti-
cles restricted to the Fermi surface, just as in the three-
dimensional electron gas43,44. For this reason, the pres-
ence of electrons in the xy and yz bands enters Eq. (55)
only through their band-resolved density-of-states evalu-
ated at the Fermi surface. The xy band’s finite density-
of-states contributes the factor ζ−1/2 in the definition of
δ, while the yz band’s density-of-states contributes half
of the factor of 2 in the definition of δ (the other half
comes from screening by the xz band’s own electrons).
If we identify the above derivation as a simple applica-
tion of first-order perturbation theory, but with the un-
screened Coulomb interaction replaced with a Thomas-
Fermi (TF) screened interaction20 (to which it is indeed
equivalent), then we can understand in simple terms
how increased screening acts to increase the quasipar-
ticle mass. First consider that we know the exchange
contribution to the self-energy tends to reduce the effec-
tive mass (in fact, the exchange level self-energy yields
FIG. 5: (Color online) The leading-order-in-rs quasiparticle
mass enhancement factor (i.e. the inverse of Eq. (55)) is plot-
ted for rs < 1. The dashed red line shows the result for
a isotropic single-band 2DEG, and the solid blue line shows
the result for the xz-band of the t2g 2DEG, which also in-
cludes the effect of screening by electrons in the yz and xy
bands. The Thomas-Fermi screened electron-electron interac-
tion gives the leading-order contribution to quasiparticle mass
enhancement at small rs (high density). The presence of mul-
tiple filled bands in the t2g 2DEG yields a larger Thomas-
Fermi screening wavevector, and therefore a larger quasipar-
ticle mass enhancement than in a single-band 2DEG.
quasiparticles with zero effective mass), so if a increase
in the screening wavevector acts to reduce the exchange
energy, then it will also have the effect of enhancing
the quasiparticle mass. The unscreened exchange self-
energy in Eq. (19) for an electron of wavevector k is
a sum over occupied states q of the bare amplitude
v|k−q| = 2pie2/(κ|k− q|). When we include a TF screen-
ing wavevector κTF (which is proportional to the total
density-of-states at the Fermi surface), the bare ampli-
tude is replaced by v|k−q| → 2pie2/(κ|k − q| + κκTF),
which is smaller for all values of q to be summed over.
Indeed, the larger κTF is (more specifically, the more
electrons present at the Fermi surface), the smaller the
TF self-energy. It is in this way that the xy and yz
band’s electrons act to increase the xz band’s quasipar-
ticle masses.
B. The role of anisotropy
Before presenting our numerical results for the t2g
2DEG, let us illustrate the general effect of band
anisotropy on the quasiparticle mass in a simpler case.
To seperate out this effect, we consider a single-band
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The quasiparticle mass enhancement
factor of a isotropic single-band 2DEG (brown dashed line)
compared against the light (purple) and heavy (green) quasi-
particle mass enhancemnet factors of an anisotropic single-
band 2DEG.
anisotropic 2DEG with the following non-interacting
band structure
ε(k) =
~
2k2x
2mL
+
~
2k2y
2mH
. (56)
We define the heavy and light quasiparticle mass factors
m∗H/mH and m
∗
L/mL as above, and plot them in Fig. 6
against rs. Here rs is defined as in Eq. (39) but with nxz
replaced by the total density of the single band. We also
plot the quasiparticle mass factor m∗/m for an isotropic
two-dimensional electron gas for comparison. We find
that m∗L/mL (m
∗
H/mH) is enhanced (reduced) compared
to the isotropic 2DEG mass enhancement factor m∗/m
at all values of rs, or equivalently, total 2DEG density.
To understand these results it is again helpful to con-
sider the small rs regime where the effective mass en-
hancement is governed by the TF screened self-energy.
Consider first a single isotropic band with dispersion
ε(k) = ~2k2/(2mDOS) where as defined above mDOS =√
mHmL. The isotropic 2DEG mass enhancement factor
in the TF approximation can be written as
m∗DOS
mDOS
=
1
1 + δv∗F/vF
, (57)
where vF = ~kF/mDOS is the non-interacting band veloc-
ity at the Fermi energy, and the interaction contribution
to the renormalized quasiparticle velocity at the Fermi
energy is given by
δv∗F = v
∗
F − vF = ~−1
[
∂kΣ
TF(k)
]
k=kF
. (58)
The TF self-energy of a single-band isotropic 2DEG is
given by
ΣTF(k) = − 1
(2pi)2
∫
d2q
2pie2
κ (|k − q|+ κTF)
× Θ {εF − ε(q)} (59)
where the TF screening wavevector is defined
κTF =
2pie2
κ
N(0) . (60)
Here N(0) is the total density-of-states at the Fermi sur-
face. The quasiparticle mass enhancement factor cal-
culated in this way is shown in Fig. 5. Next con-
sider keeping the density (rs) constant while introduc-
ing anisotropy in this single-band 2DEG by slowly de-
forming the shape of the Fermi surface from a circle to
an ellipse with semimajor (semiminor) axes kFy (kFx).
The non-interacting dispersion of the anisotropic band
is given by ε(k) = ~2k2x/(2mL) + ~
2k2y/(2mH) and the
TF approximation for the light quasiparticle mass en-
hancement factor m∗L/mL can be found from Eq. (57)
by replacing vF = ~kF/mDOS with vFx = ~kFx/mL, and
also replacing δv∗F = ~
−1 [∂kΣTF(k)]k=kF with δv∗Fx =
~
−1 [∂kxΣTF(k)]k=kFx :
m∗L
mL
=
1
1 + δv∗Fx/vFx
. (61)
By examining separately how the introduction of band
anisotropy changes δv∗Fx relative to δv
∗
F, and vFx relative
to vF, we can identify the most important factor leading
to m∗L/mL > m
∗
DOS/mDOS for a given rs. Because the
quasiparticle state at the Fermi surface in the light mass
direction (kx = kFx, ky = 0) has more occupied states
near it in momentum space when anisotropy is present,
the TF self-energy of this state is increased in magnitude.
Furthermore, since the TF self-energy acts to increase
the quasiparticle velocity (i.e. decrease the quasiparticle
mass, as shown in the previous section), it follows that
δv∗Fx > δv
∗
F. Thus electron-electron interactions tend to
reducem∗L/mL belowm
∗
DOS/mDOS for a given value of rs.
Despite this, the opposite occurs in Fig. 6. The reason
is that the band velocity vFx = ~kFx/mL also enters the
expression for the quasiparticle mass enhancement factor
m∗L/mL, and for a fixed density we find vFx > vF, which
tends to enhance m∗L/mL above m
∗
DOS/mDOS. This lat-
ter effect is larger, and so while the change in quasipar-
ticle velocity in the light mass direction is increased by
anisotropy, the accompanying increase in band velocity
is larger and results in m∗L/mL > m
∗
DOS/mDOS for a
given rs. Analogous reasoning leads to the conclusion
that m∗H/mH < m
∗
DOS/mDOS for a given rs. Although
analysis based on the TF self-energy can only be gauran-
teed to hold at small rs, the conclusions it gives clearly
persist within the full G0W -RPA results of Fig. 6 to large
rs.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Panel (a) shows the light quasiparticle
mass of the t2g 2DEG’s xz band plotted against rs for several
values of the band offset ∆ and separation d. For the red
curve ∆ = 35 meV and d = 10a where a = 3.9 A˚is the SrTiO3
lattice constant. For the blue curve ∆ = 200 meV and d = 2a.
The dashed green curve is for a single-band anisotropic 2DEG
whose xˆ-direction and yˆ-direction non-interacting masses are
the same as the xz band in the t2g model. For this curve rs is
defined from the total density in the single anisotropic band.
Panel (b) is the same, but for the heavy effective mass.
C. The t2g Quasiparticle Mass
In this section we present the results of our numerical
calculation of the G0W -RPA effective massesm
∗
H andm
∗
L
of the xz anisotropic band in the t2g 2DEG model. The
results for the yz band are identical because of symmetry.
In Fig. 7 we compare the quasiparticle masses in the t2g
2DEG against those in a single-band anisotropic 2DEG
with a non-interacting energy dispersion as in Eq. (56).
Tight-binding studies of the t2g 2DEG created at SrTiO3
surfaces or heterojunctions reveal that as the confining
potential increases, so does the energy offset parameter
∆, while the distance seperating the xy band from the xz
and yz bands d decreases21. We have included in Fig. 7
results for the t2g quasiparticle masses in the case of the
very highest t2g electron densities (∆ = 200 meV and
d = 2a where a = 3.9 A˚) as well as for the lowest t2g
electron densities (∆ = 35 meV and d = 10a) at which
we might practically neglect the presence of spin-orbit
coupling in SrTiO3 and thus reliably apply the t2g 2DEG
model introduced in Sect. II. In agreement with our an-
alytic results in Section VA, the quasiparticle masses in
the t2g 2DEG are appreciably larger than their counter-
parts in the single-band anisotropic 2DEG.
We were able to show in Sect. VA that at small rs the
increased quasiparticle mass in the anisotropic bands of
the t2g 2DEG followed from a suppression of the wavevec-
tor derivative of the quasiparticle self-energy, which itself
followed from an increase in the electronic screening of
interactions due to the presence of electrons in the other
bands (i.e. the xy and yz bands). In that calculation we
discovered that, at leading order in rs, the quasiparti-
cle mass comes from exchange scattering via a reduced
interaction in the form of the TF screened Coulomb in-
teraction. Thus at small rs, because we knew that the ad-
ditional electrons in the xy and yz bands would increase
the TF screening wavevector, we knew the quasiparticle
mass would be enhanced in the t2g 2DEG. In confirma-
tion of this derivation, our numerical calculations reveal
a substantial reduction in the wavevector derivative of
the xz bands self-energy when other bands are occupied.
This reduction increases for increasing rs. At larger val-
ues of rs, however, correlation effects become important.
Indeed, Eqs. (47) and (48), which define the quasipar-
ticle masses, depend on the frequency derivative of the
self-energy as well. Note that the self-energy is frequency
independent in Hartree-Fock, and thus frequency depen-
dence manifestly represents a correlation effect. Further-
more, we note that the frequency dependence of the self-
energy does not enter the lowest order in rs expressions
for the quasiparticle mass derived in Sect. VA, as in this
limit interactions are weak compared to the kinetic en-
ergy, and first-order perturbation theory is here equiv-
alent to Hartree-Fock. Numerically, we find that the
frequency derivative of the xz bands quasiparticle self-
energy is also suppressed by the presence of electrons in
the xy and yz bands. Since the frequency and wavevector
derivatives both are suppressed, some degree of cancella-
tion occurs in Eqs. (47) and (48) for the t2g quasiparti-
cle masses. Despite this, we find that the quasiparticle
masses of the t2g anisotropic bands are enhanced from
25 to 75 percent above the quasiparticle mass values in
a single-band anisotropic 2DEG.
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VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Motivated by the recent synthesis of transition-metal
oxide two-dimensional electron gases, we have introduced
a model for studying the effects of many-body interac-
tions in these systems. Using information from recent
tight-binding21,22 and ab initio calculations23–25 we have
chosen model parameters to specifically describe the elec-
tron gas formed in SrTiO3. Our model captures the pres-
ence of band anisotropy, energy offsets between bands,
and variable band confinement at the interface, all of
which are characteristics likely to be shared by any two-
dimensional electron gases formed from d-orbitals with
anisotropic nearest-neighbor hopping amplitudes. Be-
cause the average conduction electron occupation num-
ber per transition-metal site is much less than one, the
full long-range Coulomb interaction must be retained in
any realistic interacting-electron model. Our approach
satisfies this criterion.
We have used the G0W -RPA approximation to cal-
culate the self-energy contribution to the quasiparticle
energy of the xz and yz anisotropic bands of the t2g
two-dimensional electron gas. Because these bands’ con-
stituent d-orbitals have a large hopping amplitude in one
direction in-plane and a small hopping amplitude in the
other, the two-dimensional Fermi surfaces of these bands
are approximately elliptical. Because rotational symme-
try is broken, the self-energy depends on the quasiparti-
cle wavevector’s orientation in momentum space, and the
Fermi surface shape can be renormalized by interactions.
By comparing the degree of Fermi surface renormaliza-
tion in the anisotropic bands of the t2g model to the
single-band anisotropic two-dimensional electron gas, we
identified the reduction in band anisotropy as a rather
universal effect, likely to occur in any anisotropic elec-
tron gas with long-range Coulomb interactions.
Next we studied the impact of Coulomb interactions
on the quasiparticle masses of the anisotropic bands in
the t2g 2DEG model. We derived an analytic expression
for the high-density (small rs) effective mass in both the
t2g electron gas and the ordinary single-band isotropic
two-dimensional electron gas. This leading order in rs
contribution to the two-dimensional quasiparticle mass
was found to arise from exchange scattering via a reduced
electron-electron interaction in the form of a TF screened
Coulomb potential. The presence of multiple bands in
the t2g case increased the TF screening wavevector, which
substantially increased the quasiparticle masses m∗H and
m∗L. Numerical calculations at larger values of rs confirm
that the additional screening present in the t2g system
from the multiple occupied bands increases the quasipar-
ticle mass by reducing the wavevector dependence of the
self-energy.
While the degree of Fermi surface shape renormaliza-
tion is small and perhaps difficult to observe experimen-
tally, the quasiparticle mass of the t2g anisotropic bands
shows a large enhancement over the values expected in
single-component 2DEGs. Shubnikov-de Haas oscilla-
tions are sensitive to the quasiparticle mass20,34–36, but
to our knowledge no clear signatures of the anisotropic
band’s Fermi surfaces have been reported in SrTiO3 two-
dimensional electron gases45. When the mass is large,
Landau-level spacing is small. It may be so small that
disorder in current samples make oscillations attributable
to the anisotropic bands undetectable. Perhaps the large
quasiparticle mass we have found here helps to explain
the lack of detection.
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Appendix A: Details of the Analytical calculation of
FSSM in the t2g 2DEG
In this appendix we outline the derivation of Eq. (40)
and Eq. (41) from the main text. Let us begin with
the former. We start using kF to define dimensionless
wavevectors and ~k2F/mDOS to define dimensionless fre-
quencies. After expanding the wavevector derivative of
the Green’s function appearing in the G0W -RPA ex-
pression for ∂kΣ(k, 0)|k=kF to leading-order in the small-
parameter cos (θ)/q we obtain
∂kΣ(k, 0)|k=kF =
−2aBRy
pi2κ
∫ ∞
0
qdq
∫ pi
−pi
dθ
∫ ∞
0
dΩ
×
(
q4 − 4Ω2
{q4 + 4Ω2}2
) 1/q
1 +
√
2rs
q
{
mL
mDOS
χ
(0)
xy (q, iΩ)
}


(A1)
where we have only written terms which will contribute
at leading-order in powers of 1/rs in the final expression.
The factor of mL/mDOS appears in front of χ
(0)
xy (q, iΩ)
because the xy band has a smaller band-mass and there-
fore a smaller density-of-states compared to the xz and
yz bands. For simplicity we have set the confinement
separation distance to zero, d = 0, in the RPA screened
interaction. We now rewrite the wavevector derivative
of the self-energy using kFxy and ~k
2
Fxy/mDOS to de-
fine dimensionless wavevectors and frequencies, respec-
tively. After this transformation it becomes clear that
Eq. (A1) appears to scale like 1/rs. After introducing Rs
and changing variables to v = Ω/q we find
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∂kΣ(k, 0)|k=kF =
−4mDOS aBRy
piκmL
Rs
rs
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
0
dv

 1/q
1 +
√
2Rs
q χ
(0)
xy (q, iqv)




q2 − 4
(
mDOS
mL
)2
v2{
q2 + 4
(
mDOS
mL
)2
v2
}2

 (A2)
In the limit of Rs ≪ 1 we can approximate the Lindhard
function along the imaginary frequency axis by its long-
wavelength limit
lim
q→0
χ(0)xy (q, iqv) = 1−
v√
v2 + 1
. (A3)
When Eq. (A3) is inserted into Eq. (A2), we find that the
integral diverges like 1/v in the long-wavelength limit.
This is not suprising considering we have taken the large
Ω and q limit in obtaining Eq. (A2). The analytic prop-
erties of the Lindhard function provide us with a conve-
nient small v (i.e. low energy) cutoff, vc. Specifically, the
Lindhard function is non-analytic20 in the sense that the
long-wavelength limit is different depending on whether
v > 1 or v < 1. Careful examination of the Lindhard
functions for each band of the t2g 2DEG indicates that
for v < 1, screening from the elliptical xz and yz bands
is important for convergence. Inclusion of these func-
tions, however, leads to higher-order expressions in pow-
ers of 1/rs. For v > 1 meanwhile, screening from the
elliptic bands can be completely neglected. Applying the
low-energy cutoff vc = 1, the remaining integrals can be
completed to yield Eq. (40) in the main text.
The derivation of Eq. (41) from the main text pro-
ceeds along very similar steps, which we briefly outline
now. Again we start by using kF to define dimension-
less wavevectors and ~k2F/mDOS to define dimensionless
frequencies. After applying the coordinate transforma-
tion kx → ζ−1/4kx, qx → ζ−1/4qx , ky → ζ1/4ky and
ky → ζ1/4ky, we find
Σxz(kFy, 0)− Σxz(kFx, 0) = −2
3/2m¯DOSRy
pi2κ2rs
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ pi
−pi
dθ
∫ ∞
0
dΩ

 1
γyz +
√
2rsmL
qmDOS
χxy(γyzq, iΩ)


×
(
2q sin (θ)− q2
4Ω2 + {2q sin (θ) − q2}2 −
2q cos (θ)− q2
4Ω2 + {2q cos (θ)− q2}2
)
,
(A4)
where we define γxz =
√
ζ1/2 cos2 (θ) + ζ−1/2 sin2 (θ) and γyz =
√
ζ−1/2 cos2 (θ) + ζ1/2 sin2 (θ). After some simple
algebraic manipulations, and expanding to order x2 in the small parameter x = cos (θ)/q (which is the first non-
vanishing term in the expansion) we obtain
Σxz(kFy, 0)− Σxz(kFx, 0) = 8
√
2m¯3DOSRy
pi2κ2m¯2L
Rs
r2s
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ pi
−pi
dθ
∫ ∞
0
dΩ
q8 − 12q4
(
mDOS
mL
)2
Ω2(
q4 + 4
(
mDOS
mL
)2
Ω2
)3 cos2 (θ)
×

 1
γxz +
√
2Rs
q χxy(γxzq, iΩ)
− 1
γyz +
√
2Rs
q χxy(γyzq, iΩ)

 ,
(A5)
where we are now using kFxy and ~k
2
Fxy/mDOS to define dimensionless wavevectors and frequencies, respectively. For
Rs ≪ 1 the leading-order term comes from v > 1 again. With this low-energy cutoff, Eq. (A5) remains convergent
even when Rs = 0 in the denominator of the integrand. This allows us to evaluate the remaining integrals analytically
and we finally obtain Eq. (41) from the main text. The function F(ζ) in Eq. (41) is given by
F(ζ) =
(1 + ζ)
(√
ζK [1− ζ] +K
[
ζ−1
ζ
])
(ζ − 1) ζ1/4 −
(1 + ζ)
(
2
√
ζE [1− ζ] + 2ζE
[
ζ−1
ζ
])
(ζ − 1) ζ1/4 (A6)
where K [x] and E [x] are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively.
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